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ABSTRACT 
Multiformity: 
Toward a Multiparamater Effectiveness 
By 
Matthew A. Taylor 
This thesis produces new strategies for forming aggregations of units 
based on environmental factors. This is achieved by redefining the relationship 
between the public and private realms based on environmental performance 
and programming the formal performance; performance is defined as the 
dynamics between differentiated parts and their collective behavior. While typical 
strategies based on redistributing the unit, and recent architectural explorations in 
environmental performance, focus on single variable optimization; I'm interested 
in using multiples within environmental, programmatic and formal elements, to 
produce differentiation rather than optimization 
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Figure 1.1 
Chapter 1 - Introduction 
1.1 - Project Description 
The term Multiformity, is a term that I use within the discipline to describe 
the shift from the typical - single variable optimization - to a multi-parameter 
effectiveness that uses many forms or shapes to produce greater effects not 
just between public and private spaces, but also environmental effects. With 
the continuous growth of our cities and the growing concern over global climate, 
we are forever evolving away from traditional trends to more sophisticated and 
environmentally responsive architecture. This thesis investigates how multiformity 
- 'defined as having many forms or shapes'- can advance these evolving trends 
through a design project consisting of a hotel and conference center in downtown 
Houston. 
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1.2 -The mega hotel typology as an opportunistic program 
The mega hotel typology provides for an opportunistic program for this 
thesis to deploy these new strategies of aggregations. The unique aspects 
that make up the mega hotel can be seen in the Bonaventure hotel by John C. 
Portman which includes: 
1 - Repetitive units 
2 - A Complex and diverse 
program 
3 - And an atrium space that 
operates in-between the two. 
It is this in-between space 
that has become the focus 
of the thesis. 
Figure 1.2 
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1.3 - Program diagram 
The diverse type and scale of the typical mega hotel program makes 
the building operate like a condensed city. This thesis seeks out the potential 
environmental effects that this in-between space can produce on the condensed 
city; Such that different climatic condition are produced through the formal 
configurations of the 'in-between' space and allowing program to breakdown 
according to these climatic conditions. 
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Figure 1.3 
1.4 - The site 
The site is located in the convention district of downtown Houston. In an 
effort to make Houston a top convention destination, the city has plans to add 
another convention center Hotel. The site, which mirrors the Hilton Americas 
across discovery Green Park, lies adjacent to the convention center. In this map, 
we can also identify the close proximity of multiple cultural destinations which 
establishes the hotel not only as a condensed city, but also as an extension of 
this urban fabric. 
Figure 1.4 
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Figure 1.4 

The first of these forces is sun exposure. Houston is known for its hot 
climate and due to the sites openness to the south; I have identified certain 
vectors based on sun location to be incorporated into the design (figure 1.5). The 
second environmental force I've identified is wind. Historically, wind was used to 
cool buildings, but with our advanced means of conditioning space, wind rarely 
becomes a consideration (figure 1.6). And zooming in on the site, it's clear that 
each side of the site is diverse. To the west is the convention center; to the east is 
high-rise residential and the rest of downtown. To the north are undeveloped lots 
and to the south is the discovery green park 
.....,... ___ ....;.view looking south west 
Figure 1.7 
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Chapter 2 - Design Approach 
2.1 - Unite d'habatation 
The design approach first pulls reference from the Unite d'habatation by 
Le Corbusier, because it clearly expresses the relationship between part and 
whole such that it is made up of an aggregation of units that interlock into a 
larger whole. The collective space on the street and roof operate as very distinct 
domains (figure 2.1 ). The relationship between the individual units and the 
collective space establishes the Unite as a completion in the sense that it has 
a clear whole. And it also operates like an entire city that gets shrunk inside a 
building and develops its own degree of autonomy. 
public 
---- ~ 
private 
Figure 2.1 
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2.2- Reframing 
Expanding upon the unite, this thesis reworks the framework from a single 
homogenous field to multiple frameworks that are informed by environmental and 
programmatic relationships - forming differentiated collective space in a vertical 
configuration. 
Plan - United/Habitation 
Homwrrmrmrrrm 1111111111111 
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Figure 2.2 
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2.3 - Envelope Typologies 
To deploy this reframing strategy, the thesis reconfigures the typical 
mega hotel typology from repetitive units stacked atop a podium to two vertical 
elements, thus, establishing a vertical relationship between two different envelope 
typologies. One envelope typology is what alejandro zera-polo describes as a 
flat vertical envelope, this envelope operates as the aggregation of units. The 
other envelope typology is what zera-polo describes as a vertical envelope which 
operates as a continuous public core. 
pub he 
typical mega hotel 
configuration 
Figure 2.3 
---- -> 
[J + ~ 
vertical flat vertical 
envelope envelope 
establishing a 
vertical relationship 
---- -> 
reframing to produce 
differentiation 
2.4 - Final form and the open air plenum 
Working with the two envelope typologies, the design approach uses a 
rotation strategy to create differentiated vertical public spaces. This rotation 
strategy is copied through six flat vertical envelopes typologies, producing 
multiple frameworks around two inner cores (figures 2.3 and 2.4). Seen here 
together this copy rotation strategy between the two different envelopes produce 
a unique third condition in-between (figure 2.6). 
Figure 2.3 Figure 2.4 
Figure 2.5 
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The third condition rendered in figure 2.6 creates what I call an open 
air plenum. This open air plenum Functions not only as a void between the 
aggregation of units and the continuous public core but can also function as a 
modulator of environmental conditions. 
This form was established through formal research based primarily on 
environmental conditions and the social interactions that engage with those 
conditions. Rather than optimizing building performance by protecting the 
interiors from the exteriors in the most 'efficient form', this form promotes an 
engaging relationship between the inhabitants and the exterior environment. 
The following chapters with describe the process in achieving the final 
form through research of 'emergent design' and formal investigations. 
Figure 2.6 
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Chapter 3 - Research: 
3.1- Defining emergence within design 
Emergent design begins with the recognition of buildings not as singular 
and fixed bodies but as complex energy and material systems that has a life 
span and exist as an iteration of a long series that proceeds by evolutionary 
development and towards an intelligent ecosystem. The book "Emergence 
Morphogenetic Design Strategies" lists the strategies for emergent design 
(Hensel): 
1) Social interactions become more complex and more intense. 
2) Has to be made better by spacial and infrastructural design that 
maximizes qualitative and quantitative factors. 
3) Emergence provides life cycles and ways they interact with each other. 
Emergence is then defines as: Properties of a system that cannot be 
deduced from its components - something more than the sum of its parts. 
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This calls for a more mathematical architecture that liberates tectonics from 
orthogonal geometries and demands more precision between form and computer 
drawn fabrication. This logic of emergence demands that we recognize that 
buildings have life spans and have to maintain complex energy and material 
systems (Hensel). 
1 ) Disassembled and recycled 
2) Rethinking of environmental performance 
3) Extend beyond individual building to its environment 
3.2 -"Form Finding" 
Form and force are correlated, in that the form of a structure can be 
determined as the state in which the forces acting in and on it are at equilibrium, 
this is achieved through a feed back loop. Key points that make "Form Finding" 
important within architecture are (Hensel): 
1 - Material systems as inherently dynamic 
2- Shifting from static and discrete to motile material arrangements that 
respond to the environment 
3 - dynamic relation between material arrangements and human behavior. 
4 - Form Finding goes beyond design and construction towards a process 
of adaptation of the built environment 
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Architecture and design was critically dependant on Geometry, but that a 
complete geometric tradition of the understanding of descriptive and construct 
geometry was being lost through lack of bland planar and orthogonal minamalism 
or, misuse by being excessively indulged at the hyper fringes of design. 
Simulations can now inexpensively incorporate the advanced physics of nonlinear 
behavior to explore the dynamic changes that structures and materials undergo 
in response to changing conditions (Hensel). 
Cities are complex systems. The flow of vehicles and people within a 
city represents the emergent behavior of such a system, produced by the large 
numbers of decisions of individuals, and their interactions with each other and 
their transportation systems. Complex systems are non-linear and sensitive to 
initial conditions such that small changes can result in turbulent behavior at the 
global scale (Hensel). 
3.3 - Arguing for Differentiation rather than homogenization 
Architectural tradition is fundamentally characterized by substantial 
structurs and building typologies linking tectonics with function and 
representation. This characteristic links material constituents that frame space to 
program or social formations. As a result, interiors are largely homogenized and 
homogenizing (Hensel). This comes from the modernist open plan and industry 
standards. 
Instead, this thesis argues for an architecture that promotes differentiation 
of environmental conditions. To produce an architecture that links performance 
capacity of material systems with environmental modulation and resulting 
provisions and opportunities for inhabitation, based on the argument that 
homogenized interiors cannot satisfy the multiple needs of inhabitants. 
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Chapter 4 - Formal Research: 
The development of the open air plenum 
4.1 - A synergetic relationship between form and function 
I argue that typical projects within this discourse tend to take two different 
approaches (See case studies and diagrams on page 45). One that uses 
environmental forces such as thermal, structural, and wind to determine material 
organization, but the subject and quality of space become afterthoughts. The 
other uses the subject, or inhabitant, to determine spacial organization but leaves 
the environmental forces as afterthoughts. 
What I propose is a concept for design that helps re-consolidate form and 
function into a synergetic relation with the dynamics of natural, cultural and social 
environments -Thus, locating capacity in the spatial and material organization 
of architecture in the human subject and the environments through the dynamic 
interaction between these four domains. 
Traditional 
temprature 
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flu id 
L ~ material 
environment +-,---7~ organization 
structural 
structural 
Disconection 
sitting 
scanario 
subject ·4-L---~-+ spatial 
"' 7 organization 
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Figure 4.1 
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4.2 - Rethinking spatial division 
To begin the formal investigation, I started with a traditional method of 
spatial division; one that subdivides spaces in an equal and rectilinear system. 
Then releasing the system from the 'single variable'- orthogonality to produce 
varied patterns of non-rectaliner spatial divisions (figure 4.2). These studies 
where carried out further investigating new rule parameters and degrees of 
random parameters (figures 4.3 and 4.4). 
Next, the study was carried out using three dimensional geometries that 
divided a solid box through all three axes. Using computer software and scripting, 
the studies can be modelled digitally and changes, variations and constraints can 
be observed instantly (figures 4.5 and 4.6) 
··. 
· ..
·· . 
.... ~ 
/ 
.. ·· 
Figure 4.2 
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Figure 4.4 
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Figure 4.S 
Figure 4.6 
4.3 -Vertical Iterations 
The next study used the 
same set of parameters as the 
previous study of spatial division 
but introduces additive iterations. 
The idea behind additive iterations 
is that one instance is created and 
from that instance another added 
to it with minor changes. This 
process continues until a global 
form emerges that encompasses 
something larger than the sum of the 
individual instances. 
The additive iterations are 
conducted in a vertical configuration 
because the thesis investigates a 
high rise typology. These studies are 
good in determining how to achieve 
differentiation in a vertical system, 
something that is lacked in traditional 
approaches to high rise typologies. 
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Figure 4.7 
4.4- Actualizing the study models 
In figure 4.8, I begin to distinguish the different elements being produce 
through the vertical iterations of spatial divisions. At a higher order, three groups 
become easily distinguishable wrapping around one another. White - becomes a 
continuous public core. Red - becomes the individual private units with another 
lower order spatial divisions between the individual units. And transparent -
becomes a continuous void modulating between the two. 
Figure 4.8 
Figure 4.9 
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4.5 - Search space 
Working from the previous model and the three elements: public core, 
individual units and void space, multiple variations were investigates. Each 
variation investigates different degrees of rotational parameters and directional 
parameters and variables between higher and lower orders of spatial division 
(figure 4.1 0). 
A final configuration was selected (figure 4.11) based on the resulting 
form created by the three elements. This form allows the void space to 
modulate between the public and private elements providing different degrees 
of connectivity between the public core and individual units wile also creating an 
continuous air plenum between the two. This is further explained in the following 
chapter. 
l 
Figure 4.11 
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Chapter 5- Formal Process: 
The development of micro-climatic zones 
5.1 - Formal Operations 
The first step shows how 
a rotation operation between two 
surfaces form an open space in-
between (figure 5.1 ). The same 
operation occurs between the two 
envelope typologies. And this starts 
to create distinct zones that when 
analyzed through environmental tra-
jectories -such as wind movement 
and solar exposure- the public core 
becomes exposed and protected, 
differentiating the zones from one 
another (figure 5.2). 
Multiple operations are 
brought together to create a continu-
ous open air plenum (figure 5.3). 
The thesis then investigated multiple 
variations produced by this geom-
etry to identify the best configuration 
for the site (figure 5.4) 
Figure 5.1 
Figure 5.2 
Figure 5.3 
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study of various configurations 
Figure 5.4 
5.2 - Extrinsic Forces 
The selected configuration 
(figure 5.5) is based on both envi-
ronmental effects and connections 
to urban context. The en vi ron mental 
effects can be seen in figures 5.6, 
5.7, 5.8, 5.9. 4 zones are created by Figure 5.5 
the separation of the aggregations of the units exposing the open air plenum and 
the public core to the exterior. The radiance simulation shows how each zone 
has different degrees of exposure to the sun identifying certain areas as hot and 
highly exposed and areas of cooler and shaded. 
The urban context also plays a crucial role in creating different zones, 
such that each zone meets the urban context at 4 different locations. Two meet 
the ground at the park and convention center and two with overlooking views of 
the park and downtown Houston (figure 5.1 0). 
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Micro-Climatic zone 1: The relaxed collective zone 
This zone is directly connected to the adjacent park and contains the least 
amount of direct sunlight. 
zone 2 hot 
south elevation 
Figure 5.6 
Micro-Climatic zone 2: The healthy collective zone 
This zone receives sunlight all day creating an environment for active and 
outdoor activities. 
high mpaslln! 
north elevation 
Figure 5.7 
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Micro-Climatic zone 3: The civic collective zone 
This zone is located off the new civic corridor and allow for direct 
connection to the public street 
lowacpasure 
Figure 5.8 
Micro-Climatic zone 4: The entertainment collective zone 
This micro- climatic zone receives late afternoon sun which is ideal for 
evening entertainment activities. 
one4warm 
hlghacpasum 
west elevation 
Figure 5.9 
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The urban context also plays a crucial role in creating different zones, 
such that each zone meets the urban context at 4 different locations. Two meet 
the ground at the park and convention center and two with overlooking views of 
the park and downtown Houston. 
micro climatic zone 4 
ct.tnt..ta!-tcolledlw..-
JhitfltM~_..~._ 
~-lllhkhll ......... 
---
Figure 5.10 
• micro climatic zone 2 
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. __ 
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5.3 - Fine Tuning 
The design, because of the 
flexible nature of the aggregations, 
allows the scale of the program to 
expand and contract reshaping the 
initial global mass (figure 5.11 ). 
Again, through the flexible 
nature of the aggregations, I have 
Figure 5.11 
fine tuned the global geometry to 
better align with prevailing winds and 
to heighten or reduce the degrees of 
exposure (figure 5.12). 
The modulation which I 
express in figure 5.13 - a diagram 
that expresses the open air plenum 
progr~m Informing the field 
as a solid- shows how each area Figure 5.12 
of exposure faces different direction 
resulting in differences in exposure 
and how this continuous open space 
allow air to circulate through the 
building acting as a cross ventilation 
at the global scale 
the continuous 
air plenum 
Figure 5.13 
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Chapter 6 - Programmatic mapping 
6.1 - Program matrix and fit criteria 
The thesis then analyses the typical program of the mega hotel through a 
matrix that identifies each programmatic elements fit criteria to the micro-cl imate 
produced through the formal configuration . 
far 
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6.2 - Program distribution 
In figure 6.2 , each of the public programs can be seen mapped out 
through the internal core. Each floor plate expands and contracts through small 
variations based on the formal process. This allows each programmatic element 
to be located within its required spatial needs - smaller programs such as maid 
service and storage are located in the narrow floor plates and large programs 
such as pools and ballrooms are located in the expanded floor plates which occur 
in each micro-climatic zone. 
Also overlaying the internal core is the continuous structural skin, which 
modulates openings according to solar exposure and structural bracing. This is 
further explaining in the following chapter. 
program distribution 
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Chapter 7 - Building visualizations 
7.1 -The building skin 
The skin of the building has an integral role in controlling air movements, 
circulation of people, day lighting exposure and structural support. 
This is achieved through layers of skin, the first wrapping the interior core uses 
a bundling logic to provide openings for daylight, controls the access in and out 
of the unit corridors and cross bracing for structural support. The interior skin 
of the units layered with a secondary system that uses ventury stacks to pull 
2 -vertical envelopes 
Figure 7.1 
continuous structural skin 
/ 
/ 
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air through the units for ventilation. The exterior skin located on the units uses 
mass customization logic to provide differentiated degrees of shading according 
to angle of exposure to the sun. A diagonal member separates two pieces of 
glazing; the top piece angles out to provide shading for the unit, whereas the 
bottom pieces angles out to provide a vent that is connected to the venture 
stacks through the common walls of the units. 
lated surface 
6- flat vertical envelopes 
Figure 7.2 
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The skin of the building has an integral role in controlling air movements, 
circulation of people, day lighting exposure and structural support. This is 
achieved through layers of skin, the first wrapping the interior core uses a 
bundling logic to provide openings for daylight and cross bracing for structural 
support. The interior skin of the units uses bundling to control access in and out 
of the unit corridors and is layered with a secondary system that uses ventury 
stacks to pull air through the units for ventilation. The exterior skin located on the 
units uses mass customization logic to provide differentiated degrees of shading 
according to angle of exposure to the sun. A diagonal member separates 
two pieces of glazing; the top piece angles out to provide shading for the unit, 
whereas the bottom pieces angles out to provide a vent that is connected to the 
venture stacks through the common walls of the units. 
using venturi stack to move air 
Figure 7.3 
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Figure 7.4 
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7.2 - Building sections and perspectives 
The 4 micro-climatic zones provide locations for 4 different groupings of 
collective spaces, the entertainment collective zones holds the grand ballroom 
and the restaurant based on late afternoon sun exposure and views of the city; 
the relaxed collective zone holds the lounge, entry and front desk based on low 
degree of sun exposure and access to the adjacent park 
Four open air gardens are centrally located in each zone as a gathering 
point in each zone and provide spaces that fully engage in the different climates 
as these spaces are not enclosed. 
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Figure 7.5 
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Figure 7.8 
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Figure 7.9 
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Figure 7.10 
Figure 7.11 
Figure 7.13 
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Figure 7.14 
Figure 7.15 
7.3- Building floor plans 
These three floor plans show different conditions produced by the two 
envelope typologies: 
1 -The top floor plan shows the condition where large public spaces fill the 
interior core such that the units open out onto these spaces 
2 -The middle floor plan shows the opposite condition such that the two 
envelopes are disconnected from one another. Bridges are located within 
these floor plates and pass through the openings in the skin to provide 
access to the units. 
3 -The bottom floor plan shows an open air garden and the accessibility 
from the core elevators to the units. 
Figure 7.16 
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Chapter 8 - Conclusion 
With the continuous growth of our cities and the growing concern over 
global climate, we are forever evolving away from traditional trends to more 
sophisticated and environmentally responsive architecture. In many cases this 
has resulted in two paths: one that praises performative efficiency but reducing 
our collective space into a homogenize environment or another that creates a 
radical figure that trades in efficiency to meet the dynamic needs of the collective 
subject. This thesis concludes that future trends can utilise the technology and 
knowledge of both the mentioned paths to create a synergetic relationship that 
does not hide form environmental forces but rather embraces them to create a 
more dynamic environment for our collective spaces. 
,.-20' 
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Variations 
PROGRAM 
Residence 
ARCHITECT 
Ali Rahim 
LOCATION I DATE 
London, UK 
.~ 
"Pressure Points" and 
Flow of Prooram 
Natural Ra~ of 
Change on Site 
The pro_.~ect uses temporal techruques- spec1fic.ally a dynam1cal system model that 
allowed the c::reat1on of coot1nous Interchange between budd1ng and landscape 
along w1th three differentiated channels, that generated affordances that chanqe 
depending on the season. The sh1fting/affordances form a grad1ent of uses. The 
combination of these speeds of mculat1on and interstitial surfaces allows users a 
range of possible occupations that shiftdependmg on the user. 
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Serpentine Gallery 
PROGRAM 
Pavilion I ARCHITECT Toyo Ito l<X:ATION I DME london, UK 
Natural Affect of 
"Randomness and Gradient" 
Perspective Veiw of 
Overlapping Elements 
Pattem Strilt:agy and 
Structural Components 
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Overiapping of Elements 
Producr Gradience 
The serpentme Pavthon creates a random affect through a patterning tnvesttgatlon 
enabled by structure. An Irregular pattern, generated by an algorithm that rotates 
and scales the xter'lded hne.s of a square, is cropped to produce a seemtngty random 
pattern through a regular pfOcess 
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